
INTELLIGENT 601 

Chapter 601 - 601: Tang Brothers Admitted Into The Hospital 

Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei were brought to the hospital. Their wounds had been treated. The nurse 

wrapped a bandage around the wounds. 

When the doctor checked Tang Han Lee's wound, he had expected that the bullet was still inside. Since 

he knew when a person had been shot at that place, the bullet would remain inside the flesh. 

The bullet would be hard to remove, only an expert could do it and if something happened in the 

surgery, the patient might lose their ability to stand and even walk. 

The doctors quickly asked the paramedics about this. The paramedics explained to the doctors that a girl 

had removed the bullet from the man's legs. 

The doctors were very surprised when they heard about this. So, they would like to meet with the girl. 

As for the group of men who had attacked Yu Qi and her brothers had also been treated at the same 

hospital. The doctors were also amused with this too. 

8 of the men broke their legs and had a crack on their bones. The amusing thing was that all of the eight 

had their right legs broken. They groaned while saying that the girl with the other two men had kicked 

them by herself. Most of the doctors did not believe them. They thought that the men fought among 

themselves. 

The other two men shouted saying that they could not feel their legs. The legs did not respond to them. 

They also insisted that the girl might have something to do with this. 

The police took all the statement of the men. The police also asked about the guns that they found on 

the scene. The men totally blamed Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei by saying that the guns belonged to 

Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei. 

Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei were placed in the same ward room. It was requested by Yu Qi to make 

it easier. 

"Little Sis, thank you for saving me. Otherwise, I will be crippled for the whole of my life." Tang Han Lee 

expressed his gratitude to his little sister. 

"No worries. I'm your family. Family helps each other." Yu Qi felt relieved seeing her family safe. Her 

family protected her from the danger. 

"However, I hope Little Sis will not act like that anymore. It is too dangerous." Even though Tang Han Lee 

was okay, but he was very worried when seeing that his little sister had jumped around and kicked the 

men. 

"But Little Sis, you are very awesome. The kicks were totally satisfying." Tang Jin Wei pointed a thumb 

up. "Where do you learn it?" 

"Well..." Yu Qi did not know what to say right now. All of these moves, she had learned in her space. 

Something passed her mind. "Brother Hui teaches me." Yu Qi made Long Hui as her scapegoat. 



"Brother Hui... Who is he?" Tang Jin Wei did not know it. His little sister even called him, 'Brother Hui'. It 

did not feel good. 

"Stupid. He is Long Hui." Tang Han Lee answered. 

Tang Jin Wei looked like he remembered him. 'That brat!!! How dare he teach my little sister something 

like that? But she is very very very awesome.' Tang Jin Wei could not help to praise his little sister's skill. 

The knock on the door could be heard. Yu Qi got up and opened the door. The doctor and the police 

were in front of them right now. 

"Can we speak with you for a moment?" 

The police and the doctor looked at each other. They had been saying the same sentence just now. 

"We need to talk to Miss Tang first." The police expressed the importance of orders. 

"Sir, I will talk to you later after finish talking with the police." Yu Qi knew that the police might want to 

talk about the case since it involved some guns in the case. 

"We also want to talk with two men." The police said it again. 

"Big Brother, Brother Jin Wei, the police want to talk with you too. Can you do it right now?" Yu Qi 

turned back and asked her brothers. 

The two brothers nodded giving their permission. The police entered the ward. 

"Mr Tang Han Lee, can you explain about the situation that you just go through?" The policeman asked 

Tang Han Lee. 

Tang Han Lee explained very detail that he knew. Tang Jin Wei had also been asked by the same 

questions. Tang Jin Wei answered them. 

"The men claimed that the guns belonged to the two of you." The policeman said. 

"What the heck? If the guns belong to us, we would not be shot." Tang Jin Wei became angry. 

Tang Han Lee nodded looking at the policeman. 

"The two men said that Miss Tang has something to do regarding their non-response legs." The 

policeman questioned Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi did not get angry. "I don't know. But I do admit that I broke other eight men's legs." She already 

decided not to admit that she had something to do with that. That might be a problem for her later. 

"That's right. If my little sis was not strong to break these men's legs, do you think she will be here, my 

brother and I will be here?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

The policemen were silent while looking at each other. If the girl did not do something like that, the girl 

might be in danger situation. The brothers might not be here as well. They noticed that the girl and the 

two men had a very good looking appearances. That might be a motive of the group to do something to 

the girl and the two men. 



"Okay. Thank you for your statement. We will be investigating this matter." The police nodded and they 

left the room. 

Chapter 602 - 602: Better Concealed It First 

When the police got out of the room, there was a group of the doctors stood around the corridor. 

Probably five doctors were waiting. 

"Miss Tang, can we talk to you, right now?" The leader of the doctors asked. 

"Hmm... Sure." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Thank you, Miss Tang." The doctors said. 

"But I can not talk here since my brothers need some rest." Yu Qi eyed Tang Jin Wei and Tang Han Lee. 

"Okay. Okay." The doctors nodded. 

"Well, Miss Tang, are you a doctor too?" The doctor asked. 

"Not yet. I'm still a student." Yu Qi answered. 

"I see." The doctors actually were speechless to hear the girl was still a student. This student was very 

talented. 

"Then, Miss Tang, can you explain how did you remove the bullet from that difficult place in such a 

place?" The doctor asked the question that the doctors were eager to hear. 

The place was outdoor. It was not suitable for doing surgery. The bacteria could infect the wound and it 

would cause the situation to become more dangerous. And the skill of the girl was what they found was 

the most shocking thing. 

Yu Qi smiled. She explained one by one to the doctors. 

..... 

The frowning man and the smiling man were speechless with what they had seen. If something like this 

had not been seen by them and only people told them about this, they might not believe it. 

"I feel like I have been watching a movie just now." The smiling man was not smiling right now. 

"That girl is a monster." The frowning man said. 

"Her skill is very high. No wonder the upper wants us to keep an eye on her." The smiling man made a 

conclusion. 

"I wonder what has been the thing which she has used to make those two men unable to use their feet 

anymore." The frowning man thought about it. 

"I have read the medical report regarding these two men. Nothing unusual has been found." The smiling 

man told his friend. He had some skill to steal and read the medical report. 

The smiling man thought that he could get some information about the thing that could instantly made 

these two men loose their ability to use their feet. However, he found nothing. 



"The girl is very quick in her observation. If that gang has not attacked them, she may have found out 

about us." The smiling man added. 

"I think we need to report to the uppers about this. They will decided what to do next." The frowning 

man left the post. 

... 

Yu Qi called her professor, Su Man He, telling him about this. The professor was shocked when he heard 

about this incident. The professor gave his permission. 

Yu Qi also called their family telling that they would be returning after 10 days because of the work. Yu 

Qi did not want to tell them the truth, afraid that they would travel here. Better to conceal this news 

from them first. 

Yu Qi requested to stay here and told the professor to return first. She would return with her brothers. 

Better healed them first, returned to the Binhai Nation, then telling them the truth. 

The doctors in that hospital casually came and met Yu Qi about the surgery that she had performed on 

Tang Han Lee. The doctors had also been taking notes what Yu Qi had explained about. 

It had been about 4 days since the Tang Brothers admitted to this hospital. Since the two brothers were 

so handsome, they ended up getting a lot of visitors among the nurses apart from the one being 

assigned to take care of them. 

Yu Qi also was not less impressive than her brothers. The doctors especially the males came to talk 

about the medical at first. Then they began to ask Yu Qi about her personal relationship. Yu Qi did not 

lie. She told them straightly that she already got a boyfriend. 

After seeing this happened and her brothers did not get proper rest, Yu Qi went to complain to the 

director of the hospital. The director took some action to sort out his staff. 

The patients were the grandchildren of the legendary doctor, Tang Jiang Man. He did not want some 

complaints to come from the legendary doctor. Only the doctor and nurse in charge would be allowed 

to enter the ward. 

Then finally, there was some peace for them. Since the room had four beds and the other two had been 

occupied by her two brothers, Yu Qi took one bed for herself. So, she would not have to travel from her 

hotel to the hospital every day. 

As for the gang that had attacked them, they had been under the police's observation. The police also 

questioned them one by one. They were known as the street gang at the place where the Tang siblings 

had been attacked. They aimed to kidnap the girl, r.a.p.e her and then sell her. Then they also made the 

decision to also sell the two men as well since the two men were so good looking. 

When the police asked where and how they were going to sell them, most of them told the police that 

they did not know except for the two men who had possessed the guns. However, they did not answer 

straight away. After being pressed by the police, the two men had finally agreed to tell them, however, 

on one condition, they demanded to see Yu Qi. 



Yu Qi had been called by the police. When Yu Qi arrived, the men shouted angrily at Yu Qi. The men only 

could only shout since their hands were handcuffed to the bed and they could not move their legs. 

Chapter 603 - 603: Getting Invited 

"You bitch!!! Heal me!!!" 

"Give back my legs!!!" 

Yu Qi looked at them without any emotion. "Sir, what can I help you here?" She questioned the officers 

who were also present there with her. 

"Quiet!!! Otherwise, I will make your tongues disappear too." The policeman said in a threatening voice 

to the two men. 

The two men quickly kept their mouths shut since they did not want to lose another ability. However, 

they still glared at Yu Qi. 

"Miss Tang, actually we want to ask the identity of the human trafficking syndicate from these two men. 

But they have demanded to meet you first. This is why I'm calling you here." The policeman explained. 

"Meet me?" Yu Qi tilted her head. "Why?" 

"That... Let them tell you..." The policeman also did not know why. 

Yu Qi approached the bed of these two men. All the policeman faced Yu Qi's back so, they did not look 

at her face right now. Yu Qi put on the cold smile to her face. 

These two men froze for a moment. 'This little girl is like a grim reaper right now who wants to invite us 

to the new world. We are scared.' This thought played in these two men. The policeman could see that 

these two men began to pale. 

"What do you want to see me for?" The tone was quite normal to a normal human like asking her friend 

but to these two men, it was a whisper from death god. 

"I... I... I....am... So..rry..." One of these two men said. "We should... Not... Atta... ck... You... And... Your... 

Bro... Thers..." 

"Can... You... Gi... Ve... Back... My... Legs..." The men begged Yu Qi. 

"Sirs, I don't know what are you talking about. You should ask someone who has done this to you, not 

me." Yu Qi would not admit that it was her doing. She was not stupid. 

"You better cooperate with the police. Otherwise, you will lose something else." Yu Qi threatened these 

two men. Only the two men heard it. 

Hearing this, these two men trembled. 'Losing something else? No!!! Losing our legs are enough.' 

"Yes!!! Yes!!! We will cooperate!!!" These two men nodded several times. 

The policemen were surprised to see this. 

"Sir policeman, I think that I'm not needed here anymore, right?" Yu Qi turned to the policemen. 



"Oh, yeah." The policeman nodded. 

Yu Qi left the room. 

"Captain, should we investigate this girl?" A policewoman asked her captain. 

The one who had been called captain was thinking before he answered, "No." 

"But..." The policewoman wanted to protest. 

"Her identity is difficult. And she also is not our citizen. Plus, her family is a victim in this case. If we don't 

explain properly to Binhai Nation, that will be troublesome." The captain explained to his subordinates. 

The policewoman nodded understanding about this matter. It was not a normal thing but it involved 

two countries. 

..... 

Yu Qi already did not care what the police wanted to do with these men. Her priority was to return 

safely to Binhai Nation with her two brothers. 

However, when Yu Qi went to buy some food, a bunch of people stopped her. Yu Qi was confused. 

"Miss Tang, we are from White Medicine Institute. Can we talk to you for a moment?" One of them 

asked. 

"We were the first. Miss Tang, we are from Human Development. Can you spare some of your time to 

talk with us?" Another one asked. 

"Huh?" Yu Qi could not brain what was this about. "Wait. What do you want from me?" 

"Miss Tang, we will like to invite you to join our institute. Your talents will be shinning with us." The 

White Medicine Institute's person said. 

"No... No... No... Miss Tang, you should join our team. You can get many benefits from it." The Human 

Development's person interrupted. 

Yu Qi grasped some information from this. So, they wanted her to join their whatsoever institute. Yu Qi 

sighed. 

"Sirs, I am not interested to join anything. I'm currently a student. So, I do not have time to care about 

this." Yu Qi rejected it without any further thinking. 'I already have my own business. I do not have time 

for this.' 

"Miss Tang, you can listen to us first. You may get interested if you hear more about us." The Human 

Development's person wanted to pull Yu Qi to listen to them. 

"Sir, please, let me pass through. I want to buy some food for my brothers." Yu Qi said. 

"The lady has already said her words. Why don't you let her pass?" One voice made everyone stopped 

their things? 



Everyone turned to the direction of the voice including Yu Qi herself. Standing there was Qin Xia with his 

secretary and two tough bodyguards. 

The people opened the way for Qin Xia to get closer to Yu Qi. 

"Are you okay?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Do you want to starve my sister?" Qin Xia turned to the people. n-/0𝑽𝔢𝗅𝕓In 

The people stepped back. Qin Xia's fierce glare was very terrifying to those people. Yu Qi finally could 

leave the place to buy some food. 

"Who is this man?" One of the people asked. 

"Her brother perhaps? He calls Miss Tang, 'my sister'." 

"Miss Tang, only have three brothers. I have seen their pictures. None of them is this man." 

"Wait. I finally recall who this man is." 

"Who is he?" 

"Mr. Qin Xia. Multi-billionaire. He owns many companies around the world. He also likes to sponsor new 

technologies and development programmes in the medical field." 

Chapter 604 - 604: Talking To You Make Me Relax 

Qin Xia sat in front of Yu Qi at the hospital cafe. The secretary and the two bodyguards were standing 

not far from them waiting for their boss to finish talking with the lady. 

"Brother Xia, you have still not left this L Country?" Yu Qi drank some of the juice that she had ordered 

just now. 

"I have come back for some business. I don't feel well so I have come here to get some medicine." Qin 

Xia told Yu Qi. 

The Secretary rolled his eyes. 'Boss, you really know how to lie without even blinking, do you? What do 

you mean by some business? Your business is to come and see the beauty in front of you. And you don't 

feel well? When? Where? I have never seen you fell sick. I have even thought you are some kind of 

robot, okay?' 

While the secretary talked with his imaginary boss in his head, Qin Xia suddenly turned and gave a look 

to him. The secretary almost choked on his own saliva. He coughed several times to calm down. 'Does 

the boss can read my mind?' 

Ignoring his secretary, Qin Xia asked Yu Qi a few questions about the men who had attacked them on 

that alley. 

"Do you know them ?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Of course not. This is my first time coming to L Country." Yu Qi quickly answered. 



"I know... I know... Don't be angry." Qin Xia patted Yu Qi's head while chuckling. 

Yu Qi was stunned. This felt like it is a familiar feeling . It seemed that it has happened many times. Yu Qi 

was blinking several times. Her hand reached out her head. 

When Qin Xia saw that Yu Qi reached out her head, he thought he was hurting her just now. He quickly 

asked, "Have I hurt you just now?" His face was panicking. 

Yu Qi was shocked by Qin Xia's question. "No! No... It just... I feel like it has happened many times. When 

you have patted my head like just now.It has been a very familiar feeling. But I think we don't know each 

other before, right? I mean... When I was young?'' 

This time, Qin Xia was stunned with Yu Qi's talk. Indeed, it was not the first time he had patted her head. 

He always patted her head many time. But it was on... Forgot it. 

"Nope. I have met you for the first time when we have fighted." Qin Xia smiled. 

"Yeah. Yefoughte have fighted. At that time, you have been like a madman." Yu Qi recalled her first 

meeting with Qin Xia. 

There was no track of that madman on Qin Xia right now. If Qin Xia did not have the same face, she 

would not believe that madman whom she had fighted with, using the knife was Qin Xia who was sitting 

in front of her right now. 

Qin Xia laughed. At that time, he was feeling bored living like a normal life. So, he wanted to try 

something else. He decided to live as a madman who just like to fight someone. 

He just acted for two days and suddenly she appeared. Her appearance was like a sun to him. He never 

expected to see her there. Seeing familiar martial art that she used confirming his doubts. 

"At that time, I just want to run from my busy work." Qin Xia smiled. 

"If you become an actor who has acted like a madman, you may get famous immediately." Yu Qi made 

some comment. 

"So, when do you plan to go back to Binhai?" Qin Xia asked. n𝓸𝑣𝗲)𝑳𝑩)In 

"Hmmm... Probably two days later." Yu Qi thought that her two brothers had healed nicely. It was time 

to return home. Their family was probably wondering why their kids still had not returned home yet. 

Qin Xia looked at his watch. It's time. He needed to go now. "I see. Well, I need to go to the next 

appointment." 

"Don't you feel unwell? You should rest." Yu Qi expressed her worry. 

"I'm already feeling better. Sitting here and talking with you, it has made me relaxed. The doctor said 

that I'm just stressed. I should take rest from my work. So, you have healed me." Qin Xia smiled. 

Once again, the secretary rolled his eyes when he heard how smooth his boss was in making some lies 

to this young girl. 'Miss Tang, please don't believe him. He is just a liar.' 



Qin Xia stood up and turned to the secretary. The Secretary was almost chocked by his own saliva again. 

'Thank goodness, I'm saved.' 

"Feel free to call me if you have some problems. I will try to help you with my abilities." Qin Xia told Yu 

Qi. 

"Okay, Brother Xia. I will remember it." Yu Qi nodded. 

Qin Xia left with his secretary followed by the two bodyguards. Yu Qi remembered that she had come to 

buy some foods. Yu Qi chose some food and paid for them. 

Her brothers especially Tang Jin Wei must be angry right now. Since he was the one who told Yu Qi to 

get some food for him. 'Sorry, Brother Jin Wei.' Yu Qi said in her mind while walking faster heading back 

to the ward. 

Yu Qi became a talk again among the hospital staff because of her meeting with Qin Xia. 

"I saw Miss Tang talking with a handsome man." 

"Handsome man? Her brother, right?" 

"Nope. Another one. Not her brothers." 

"What? Another handsome man?" 

"Yeah. He was another level. He was more good looking than her two brothers." 

"Wow, I wish I can take a look too. Sigh." 

"Where did Miss Tang find that handsome man?" 

"I'm jealous." 

"I want to meet a handsome man too." 

"Hahaha... You can keep dreaming then." 

Chapter 605 - 605: Return 

Finally, the three of them had returned home. Auntie Ming Yue and Auntie Su Xiao were like detectives. 

They seemed to know that their sons and nephews respectively were somehow injured. 

When Auntie Ming Yue and Auntie Su Xiao demanding an explanation, Tang Han Lee sighed. He guessed 

that his mother and auntie would not stop until they knew the truth. 

So, Tang Han Lee told everything to them. The first thing that came out from his mother's and aunt's 

mouth was 'Good job.' At first, he did not understand what his mother and aunt had meant. 

"I'm praising you two. Good job on protecting your sister. Our family must be protecting each other 

when a disaster comes." Auntie Ming Yue said passionately. 

"Of course. We will protect our little sister." Tang Jin Wei lifted his face proud. 

"But in the end, Little Sis was the one who had beaten up those men." Tang Han Lee sighed. 



That sentence made Tang Jin Wei put off the arrogance on his face. 'Yeah. It was Little Sis's doing.' 

"Don't mind that." Auntie Ming Yue patted his eldest son's shoulder. 

"I think I need to take some class for it. Then, I can protect Little Sis." Tang Han Lee thought and said. 

"That is a great idea, Big Brother. I will join you." Tang Jin Wei nodded. 

"You can go and rest first. I will cook some soup to nourish your bones." Auntie Ming Yue patted Tang 

Jin Wei's head. 

..... 

After staying one night at Tang Residence, Yu Qi returned to Starlight University by bus. The family 

wanted to send her but Yu Qi had refused. She did not want to trouble others. 

As she returned to her room at the hostel, Yu Qi entered her space. It had been a long time since she 

had entered the space. 

The two little cuties ran towards her, greeting her. 

"Master, I miss you." Aoi ran around his master. 

"Sorry. I don't have time. Don't worry. I will get you out from here, okay?" Yu Qi smiled. 

"Welcome home, Master." Bo Ya smiled. 

"Yeah, Bo Ya." Yu Qi replied to Bo Ya's greeting. "I will cook for you later. For now, I have some work." 

Yu Qi entered her room and opened the computer. She wanted to see whether to see her skills could be 

used in L Country or not. 

She could not shake off the feeling that she had been watched by someone. She wanted to detect 

someone from the surveillance cameras. 

So, Yu Qi hacked into the venue where the medical conference had held. Nothing was suspicious found 

in the record. She sighed. n-/0𝒱𝑒𝐿𝗯1n 

"Bo Ya, do you see someone weird on that day?" Yu Qi asked Bo Ya. 

Bo Ya thought for a second. "Nope. When I heard you said that you felt that you had been watched. I 

scanned around you but found nothing. Probably that person was good at it." 

"Probably." Yu Qi sighed. "Well then, let's leave it here. For now, let's cook." 

"Yeah!!!" Aoi shouted happily. 

"Yeah. Let's go." Bo Ya also shouted. 

.... 

Yu Qi read some reports that her employees gave to her. Her Qi Qi Skincare sales for two months was 

rising up. It had been predicted to rise more. 



Qi Qi Skincare only had two physical stores. The products needed to be stocked since the product would 

sell quickly. 

As for the online store, they had been receiving a lot of orders per day. The director of the factory 

requested Yu Qi and Su Yu Hi to employe more workers since they had a lot of orders to complete. 

As for YQ Investment, the money kept entering like water. The investments that she had made, were 

making a lot of profits. 

The most interesting news was Qiaosu Entertainment, the entertainment company that she had 

acquired before, had undergone some changes. 

As Yu Qi made the rules, where everyone could fight for the resource that they wanted without 

worrying about the rank. However, there was someone who wanted to disobey the rules. 

Xian Anli, an actress. She was a B grade actress. Her acting was not so bad but she did not feel confident 

to get the resources that she had wanted to. 

So, she turned to one of the directors of the Qiaosu Entertainment. She got the resource that she had 

wanted but that was not so long. The company directly cancelled that job for her. 

Feeling upset about it, she went to complain to the director who had helped her to get the resource. 

Unfortunately for her, the director had ended up getting fired by Su Yu Hi. 

Su Yu Hi had already planted his spy among the management to take care of the company since his 

hands were already full with other things. 

He played his power nicely even other shareholders could not rebut. Some of the directors agreed with 

the decision since they knew about that director's l.u.s.t. 

Xian Anli became scared when she heard about the director getting fired. She was afraid that she would 

be the next one to be fired. But that had never happened. However, she had got a warning letter from 

the upper management. 

Everyone knew about it. The actress, the singers, the dancers and all of the entertainers in the Qiaosu 

Entertainment began to improve their skills to be noticed and getting selected for the resources. 

And Yu Qi heard another hot story. Her employees had been talking about it. When she was walking 

behind the employees who were talking during ther lunchtime with their friends, Yu Qi had been 

stopped by the story. 

Chapter 606 - 606: A Plot Against Her 

"Last night, I saw Mr. Su." 

"So, what?" 

"Yeah, what is the point?" 

Her friends did not think seeing Su Yu Hi was news to get surprised about. 

"Tsk... Can you let me finish first... I have seen Mr. Su with a woman." 



"What? That makes another story. Where did you see him?" 

"Do you know the food street nearby?" 

"Yeah. I know that. I have eaten several times there. Wait? Don't tell me that you have seen them 

there?" 

"Are you sure that man is our Mr. Su?" 

"Of course. I'm not blind, okay." 

"Then, have you seen the woman's face?" 

"Well, the woman's face has been covered by a mask. She has also worn a hat. But I can see that her 

body is quite nice." 

"Miss Yu Qi must be happy if she hears about this news." 

"Yeah. She always nags Mr. Su to get a girlfriend." 

"That's right." 

"Yeah. I'm really happy." Yu Qi could not help to interrupt. 

The three girls were shocked to hear the voice of their big boss. "Miss Yu Qi!" 

"Are you really sure that that man you have seen in the street market was Brother Yu Hi?" Yu Qi showed 

interest in the topic. 

"Of course, Miss Yu Qi. How can I recognize the wrong person? His face was visible to others yesterday." 

The woman said. She truly saw Su Yu Hi yesterday without a doubt. 

"How was their attitudes towards each other?" Yu Qi inquired more about that. 

"Well, quite normal..." The woman thought about yesterday. 

"Hmm… They are still stuck at the stage of chasing." Yu Qi made a rough conclusion. 

"Mr. Su really has a girlfriend?" The women asked in a shocked voice. 

Yu Qi laughed. "Ha ha ha... I don't know actually." 

The women looked at Yu Qi and each other. 'Our boss is very unique.' That thought played in the 

women's minds. 

... 

Yu Qi stayed in her space. It was the weekend. She took a day to rest from the study and the work. Since 

she did not have anything to do, she went to the spirit room to see her targets. 

She began to watch Mu Li Zei. He was talking to Mu Yian. 

"Yian, how about our business plan at Xiling City?" Mu Li Zei asked. 

"Father, you don't need to worry much. I will handle it." Mu Yian said confidently. 



"I know that I can depend on you." Mu Li Zei said proudly. 

"Father, how about Rong Xie? Has she healed completely?" Mu Yian moved to another topic. 

"No yet." Mu Li Zei sighed. 

"Father, are you sure that girl can heal our Rong Xie?" Mu Yian felt annoyed to say that name. 

"Well, she is the one who has given a good result when treating your sister." Mu Li Zei also did not like 

that girl but because of his second daughter, he had to endure that feeling. 

"Father, I don't know why I got a feeling. I'm feeling that we will lose everything if she exists." Mu Yian 

expressed her feeling. 

Mu Li Zei did not give a response. Actually, he also got that feeling. He did not deny it. Something might 

happen later and that would definitely involve Yu Qi. 

"Father, are you sure she is not the daughter of Mu Xiao Ye?" Mu Yian knew that her grandfather had 

another son with his first wife, not her grandmother right now. 

"I don't know." Mu Li Zei was still unsure about it. 

His mother had told him that they had already sent the killer to kill Mu Xiao Ye and the report showed 

that the killer had already finished Mu Xiao Ye. But he got different feeling ever since Yu Qi had 

appeared in his sight. 

"Father, why not you confirm it with her?" Mu Yian suggested while smiling at her father. 

"Huh?" Mu Li Zei was feeling weird with Mu Yian's suggestion. 

"Father, you need to confirm it otherwise, the feeling will not disappear." Mu Yian told her father. 

"But how? That girl lives far away from us. And it will be hard for us to get her tested." Mu Li Zei rubbed 

his chin. 

"Far away? Father, does she not come over... We can use that chance to take some samples from that 

woman." Mu Yian flashed a calculative smile. 

"You mean..." Mu Li Zei already could guess his daughter's mind. 

"Yeah, Father. Invite her to some dinner and take her samples." Mu Yian smiled. 

"That must be procceeded cautiously. That woman is somehow very careful with her surroundings, so it 

still will be hard task. But we will manage everything." Mu Li Zei had already agreed with Mu Yian's 

suggestion. 

"Yeah. I know, Father." Mu Yian smirked. "As for my grandfather?" 

"As for your grandfather, I will handle him." Mu Li Zei smiled. 

"Good." Mu Yian nodded. 

The two people were in a good mood as they had planned the whole thing. Neither they knew that their 

conversation had already been heard by the person that they wanted to plot against. 



Yu Qi listened to all the things calmly. Aoi that had been listening with his master, felt angry with these 

two people. 

'How dare you plot against my master?' Aoi thought. 

"Master, this?" Aoi turned to his master. n)-0𝐕𝑒𝓛𝓫1n 

His master was still calm. Like the whole thing did not involve her at all. 

"Hmm...." Yu Qi gave a response. 

"Master, why are you not angry with them?" Aoi asked. 

"Anger will not help me at all here. Let's just relax okay. We already know their plot. We can calmly plan 

the counterattack to block their plot." Yu Qi rubbed Aoi's head several times. 'Hmm... Feels nice.' She 

had time to think about it. 

"I see. How immature I am." Aoi said. 

"This spirit tracking is very helping. We can get some good information from Mu Li Zei. I think it is better 

if I switch to another person next." Yu Qi smiled. 

Chapter 607 - 607: Miss His Beloved Qi Qi 

Yu Qi chose Wei Zhu Feng. When she put Wei Zhu Feng on the screen, she almost puked. Wei Zhu Feng 

was currently rolled on the bed with someone. Yu Qi immediately shut it off. 

Yu Qi selected the date, 2 weeks after she had put on the spirit tracker on Wei Zhu Feng. Surprisingly 

Wei Zhu Feng was at Lumoxembury. A nice country with its landmark, the snow land. 

Yu Qi kept watching him until he met with someone in the private room in a restaurant. They ordered 

some food. When the waiter was out of their sight, they began their conversation. 

"Mr. Jeonish, we are having some problems on transportation the goods." Wei Zhu Feng began to talk. 

"Mr. Wei, it was not our problem. We have sold it to you. It is up to you to find a way to transport the 

goods." The man that Wei Zhu Feng called Mr. Jeonish just smiled. 

"But..." Wei Zhu Feng wanted to talk but Mr. Jeonish cut him. 

"Mr. Wei, if you can transport it directly to your country, you can transit different airports." Mr. Jeonish 

gave his suggestion. 

Wei Zhu Feng was silent. He was thinking of the suggestion given by Mr. Jeonish. 'It is true.' Wei Zhu 

Feng nodded several times. 

"Thank you, Mr. Jeonish." Wei Zhu Feng expressed his gratitude. 

"No worries. I'm happy since I have a loyal customer" Mr. Jeonish drunk his wine. 

Yu Qi closed the screen. Wei Zhu Feng bought some goods? What were the goods? There were a lot of 

questions that had appeared right now. 



Yu Qi started to review the footage from that day. Wei Zhu Feng seemed to enjoy his holiday in that 

country. He had been spending his day with different women every day. 

"This man is truly a sc.u.m." Yu Qi let out the comment when she kept watching Wei Zhu Feng. 

"Master, your phone has been ringing." Bo Ya suddenly said. 

"My phone?" Yu Qi was surprised. n-(0𝗏𝓮𝒍𝔅1n 

She did not think someone would call her. She had already informed her friends and family that she did 

not want to be disturbed during this weekend. As for her employees, they could report the problem to 

Su Yu Hi first. If something could not be resolved by him, they could call her. 

Yu Qi took the phone and took a look at the screen. Yu Qi opened her eyes wide when she saw the name 

on the screen. It was Long Hui. 

Yu Qi quickly answered the call. 

"Hello." 

Long Hui: "You have finally answered your call." 

Yu Qi: "Sorry. I have been occupied by something." 

Long Hui: "Where are you, right now?" 

Yu Qi: "In the room. Well, technically in my space." 

Long Hui: "Oh, then, can I book you for a date today?" 

Yu Qi: "What? Of course, you can." 

Long Hui: "Then, I'm in front of your hostel, right now." 

Yu Qi: "What? Wait... I will get ready." 

Yu Qi was shocked to hear that Long Hui was already in front of her hostel. Yu Qi got ready. Since she 

was in her space, she took a quick shower, put some clothes and was done. 

"Aoi, you can stay in the space. I'm going to see Brother Hui." Yu Qi gave a kiss to Bo Ya and Aoi. 

Without waiting for an answer from Aoi, Yu Qi went out. Aoi and Bo Ya looked at each other. 

"Master leave us when she sees that man." Aoi started to complain. 

"Well, she sees us every day. But nope that man. Can you endure it for today?" Bo Ya asked. 

"For the sake of the Master, I can endure it." Aoi nodded. 

.... 

Long Hui got out of his car and was waiting for his beloved Qi Qi. It had been a long time since he had 

met with his beloved Qi Qi. The military kept giving the orders to complete the missions. After many 

months, he finally could get a day off. 



His appearance surely attracted some women. There had been people who knew him and did not know 

him. As the people who had seen him before would know that he was Yu Qi's boyfriend. As the one who 

did not know him, they would keep staring at him. 

"That man is very handsome." 

"Want to ask him?" 

"Ask him what?" 

"To join us to hang out together." 

"He has appeared here, meaning he is waiting for someone." 

"Yeah. I think so too. Otherwise, why will he appear here." 

"It will not hurt if we go and ask, right?" 

"You can go ahead if you want." 

The two women left their group and approached the handsome man. From the close view, the man 

could be seen to be more handsome. 

"Hi, mister. Are you alone?" One of the two women asked with a sweet tone. 

Long Hui turned around and saw annoying creatures who had started to disturb him. He frowned. Then 

he stared at the two women. 

Right now, the two women froze on that spot. This handsome man is sure handsome but he was 

terrifying. The stare that he gave to them, had made them to feel scared and they felt that they could 

not move from that place. 

"What are you doing?" A voice asked. It was a woman. 

Long Hui turned around and saw the one whom he had missed so much. With a split of a second, his 

terrifying face changed. Now, he was smiling lovingly at his beloved Qi Qi. 

"Qi Qi... I miss you so much." Without waiting anymore, Long Hui pulled his beloved Qi Qi in his hug. His 

head rested on his beloved Qi Qi's shoulder while his face facing the white neck of his beloved Qi Qi. 

'Her smell. I like it so much.' Long Hui released Yu Qi from his hug but he did not let her go. This time, 

Long Hui kissed her lips directly. It was a long kiss. 

When the kiss had finished, Yu Qi quickly breathed. 

The two women who were standing, not far from Yu Qi and Long Hui could not blink when they saw the 

kissing scene in front of them. 

Yu Qi suddenly remembered that two women who were standing not far from them. With a slightly red 

face, she turned to the two women. 

"What do you want from him?" Yu Qi asked. 



The two women now clearly saw the girl. It was a senior. The senior who was very famous. They were 

first year students. They had heard so many things about this senior. Especially the news that she had a 

very very very handsome boyfriend. 

They did not expect to see that boyfriend today. The news was telling the truth. But slightly different. It 

did not say that the handsome boyfriend was such a terrifying man. 

"Sorry, Senior. We don't know that this man is yours. Sorry. We will leave first." One of the two women 

apologized and pulled her friend and left the place. 

Chapter 608 - 608: Choosing Each Other Outfit 

Long Hui ignored the women and paid full attention to his beloved Qi Qi. Everyone was not as important 

as his beloved Qi Qi. 

"Brother Hui, are you on holiday?" Yu Qi asked Long Hui. 

"H.....Yeah.... For two days." Long Hui answered. "Let's go." Long Hui brought Yu Qi and entered his car. 

Then, his phone was ringing. His face showed an annoying expression. He felt that he did not want to 

answer the phone. 

"Who is calling you? They seem to have urgent matters. You should answer it." Yu Qi looked over at the 

ringing phone. 

Long Hui followed his beloved Qi Qi's instruction. Long Hui picked the phone. 

"Hello." Long Hui answered the phone. 

"Second Brother, why are you so slow in picking my call?" A lively voice could be heard on the phone. 

Yu Qi looked at Long Hui interested to know who was behind the call. The voice she had never heard 

before. And he was calling Long Hui as 'Second brother'. 

"What do you want?" Long Hui asked in an annoyed tone. 

"You are on holiday, right? Then you definitely have time right now." At first, the person seemed to be 

asking Long Hui a question then, he had confirmed himself that Long Hui had free time right now. 

"How do you know that I'm currently on the holiday?" There should be no one who knew that he was off 

duty right now except for the military. 

"Fourth Brother has told me." The person answered it fast. 

'That annoying creature.' Long Hui rolled his eyes. n.)O𝗏𝗲𝑙𝕓In 

"Then, what do you want?" Long Hui asked the person on the call. 

"Second Brother, today is the First Brother's wedding. You can attend it then. We are waiting for you." 

The person told Long Hui. 

"His wedding?" Long Hui suddenly felt that he had remembered about it. 



"Yeah. Remember to come, Second Brother. We are waiting for you." The person had ended the call 

without waiting for Long Hui to agree. 

Long Hui looked at his beloved Qi Qi. "Qi Qi..." He called her. 

"Hmm... What is it?" Yu Qi tilted her head to the right. 

"Actually today is my First Brother's wedding. Do you want to go?" Long Hui invited Yu Qi. 

"Your First Brother?" Yu Qi did not know that person. To think about this, she knew less about Long Hui. 

It was a great opportunity to know more about Long Hui. "Sure, why not? Where is the wedding being 

held?" 

"At Jinxue City. Two hours from here." Long Hui told her. 

Yu Qi looked at her watch. It was currently 9 am in the morning. "When will the wedding start?" 

"Probably in the afternoon." Long Hui told Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi looked at her outfit and Long Hui's outfit. Their outfits were not suitable for the occasion. 

"We need to change our outfits first. Let's go and buy some clothes." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay." Long Hui nodded. He did not need to think about anything. His beloved Qi Qi is always right. 

The two of them drove to the shop that sold formal clothes. The shop helper welcomed the two into the 

shop. 

"Welcome to La Praris." The shop helper displayed a professional smile. 

"We will like to purchase one female outfit and one male outfit." Yu Qi informed the shop helper. 

"Which style do you like to purchase, Madam?" The shop helper asked. 

"Brother Hui, do you know which theme your First Brother's wedding has?" Yu Qi turned to Long Hui. 

"I don't know." Long Hui did not pay attention much to his First Brother's wedding. If that person had 

not called him, he would not remember and could spend his precious time with his beloved Qi Qi. 

Yu Qi sighed. She would know this. Well, Yu Qi could select anything that looked nice. Yu Qi wanted to 

select the clothes for Long Hui. She browsed many clothes for Long Hui. The clothes that she browsed 

were very stylish. She was sure that Long Hui would look very very good in these clothes. 

"Qi Qi, you don't need to choose so intensely." Long Hui did not think much about his appearance. 

"Of course, you can't. Even though it is just another a wedding but still, you need to have better 

appearance." Yu Qi did not look at Long Hui at all. Her eyes were still on the suits which she was 

choosing and thought which one was better for Long Hui. 

While his beloved Qi Qi was still choosing the suit for him, Long Hui's eyes looked around the dresses. 

Then his eyes spotted one particular dress. It was a dark turquoise green colour. The dress seemed to 

call for him. 

"Miss, pick this dress for me." Long Hui called one of the shop helpers. 



"Of course, Sir. Wait for a minute." The shop helper nodded. She took the dress and brought it to Long 

Hui. 

"Bring the dress to the lady with me." Long Hui ordered. 

The shop helper brought the dress to Yu Qi. Yu Qi had already made her choice. She had chosen the suit 

for Long Hui. The suit was black combined a turquoise colour in its gorge and lapel. 

"Qi Qi, here is your dress." Long Hui pointed to the dress that the shop helper was holding. 

"We do synchronise." Yu Qi commented when she saw the dark green turquoise dress selected by Long 

Hui. 

"Yeah. We do. You choose this suit?" Long Hui asked. 

"Hmm... You will look nice in it." Yu Qi smiled while imagining Long Hui in that suit. 

Long Hui approached Yu Qi. He pulled Yu Qi by her waist. "I know you will like me better without 

anything on." 

Yu Qi was stunned. She did not expect that Long Hui would tease her like that in front of others. Her face 

became red. She looked around. 

The shop helpers who were with them also showed some red faces. Meaning they heard the sentence. 

"Shut up. Hurry up and put the suit on." Yu Qi grabbed the dress from the shop helpers and ran to the 

fitting room to avoid the embarrassment. 

Long Hui just smiled as he grabbed the suit that his beloved Qi Qi chose for him. He slowly stepped up 

into the fitting to get changed. 

The shop helpers were still hanging around. Their topic was about the earlier couple. 

"That is the most beautiful couple that I have ever seen." 

"Yeah. They match each other a lot." 

"Look when they choose the outfit for their partners." 

"They have a matching taste too. Look when they choose the colour." 

"They have probably discussed among them before." 

"I don't think so. The lady seemed to have trouble earlier." 

"Yeah. She can not decide which is more colour suitable for the man." 

"Then, the man has gone to search for the dress and he has spotted that dress. He has immediately 

chosen that dress. The lady has not noticed the man has gone away from her. There is no chance that 

the lady knows what the man will choose that colour." 

"By the way, do you hear the man saying something just now?" 

"Yeah. It is so embarrassing." 



"His body must be amazing without clothes on." 

"That's right. I'm imagining it..." 

"Idiot." 

Chapter 609 - 609: First Brother's Wedding Part 1 

Long Hui got out first from the fitting room. The suit fitted him very well. No need to change anything 

else. He was very satisfied with his beloved Qi Qi's choice. He was waiting for his beloved Qi Qi to come 

out from the changing room. 

Next five minutes later, Yu Qi came out from the fitting room. The moment his beloved Qi Qi came into 

the view of his eyes, his eyes could not move at all. It had fixed on to her. Everything was okay. But he 

felt it was too s.e.xy to her to wear it as her back was fully exposed. He frowned. 

Then, his eyes were wandering around to see something that could fix it. Then he saw a long black scarf. 

"Get it for me." Long Hui pointed the long black scarf to the shop helper. 

"Yes, sir." The shop helper nodded and went to get the long black scarf to him. 

Yu Qi who listened to him tilted her head as she did not understand why Long Hui asked the shop helper 

to get the scarf. 

The shop helper gave the long black scarf to Long Hui. He then walked closer to his beloved Qi Qi and 

put on the long black scarf to his beloved Qi Qi. The long black scarf immediately covered the exposed 

back of his beloved Qi Qi. He also requested a pin to make sure the scarf did not fall. 

"Brother Hui, this..." Yu Qi wanted to know. 

"Only I can see your skin. I don't want other men to see it." His voice contained some jealous tone in it. 

"Oh..." Yu Qi smiled. 

The shop helpers could not help to grin too. This man was too jealous when he thought that his beloved 

would be seen by other men. 

The shop also sold the shoes. So, both of them got the shoes too. To balance her height with Long Hui, 

Yu Qi chose to wear 3 inch high heel. 

Long Hui paid for all of the expenses. Yu Qi wanted to pay for it too but Long Hui did not allow it. Before 

they left, the shop helpers asked to take some photos of the two of them. 

Long Hui allowed them but he did not want them to use their photos as some advertis.e.m.e.nt. If he 

saw them, he would make sure that the shop would go bankrupt and the shop helpers would loose their 

jobs. He threatened them like a rich CEO. 

Then, they left the shop. Of course, when they left the shop, they got some attention from the 

onlookers around. He did not want his beloved Qi Qi being photographed so he quickly led her to his car. 

His car was tinted so the onlookers outside could not see inside the car. 

"I think I need to wear some makeup." Yu Qi thought. 



"I think you are beautiful enough though." Long Hui glanced at his beloved Qi Qi. 

"Well, let me put some lipstick and done." Yu Qi took out the lipstick from her handbag. 

The lipstick was not too red. However, put it on enhanced Yu Qi's beauty. Even Long Hui thought so too. 

"How do I look?" Yu Qi asked Long Hui. 

"Hmm... Beautiful. I somehow feel that I don't want to go to the wedding." Long Hui suddenly said it. 

"You can't. We must go to celebrate your First Brother's happy day." Yu Qi glared to Long Hui. 

Since his beloved Qi Qi said so, Long Hui obeyed it. He started to drive. It was currently 10:30 am in the 

morning. They could arrive at the wedding on time. 

"Don't worry. We will arrive on time." Long Hui said. 

He used the highway to get to Jinxiu City. With the speed of 150km per hour, they arrived at Jinxiu City 

only one and half hour. 

"Where is the wedding?" Yu Qi asked. 

"At his house. Let's go." Long Hui knew the house. 

After five minutes of driving, they arrived at the house. The guests seemed to have arrived already. They 

entered the house. They had been spotted by someone. 

"Second Brother. You have come." This was the same voice that had called Long Hui this morning. 

"Wait!!! You are holding a woman's hand." He looked terrified with the scene. 

"What?" Long Hui wore an annoying face. n𝓸𝓋𝓮-𝓁𝓫)1n 

"Second Brother, you are holding a woman's hand." The person kept repeating the same words. 

"She is my girlfriend. There is no need to be surprised that I hold her hand." Long Hui glared to that 

person. 

"What!!! A girlfriend???" The person looked at Long Hui and Yu Qi several times. 

"What? Qian Yi does not tell you that?" Long Hui rolled his eyes. 

Yu Qi got closer to Long Hui and whispered something. "This is?" 

The person coughed several times. He suddenly stood up properly. 

"Well, let me introduce myself. My name is Liang Mo Han. The third brother in the brotherhood. May I 

know your name, miss?" Liang Mo Han handed out his hand to shake hand with the lady. 

"My name is Tang Yu Qi. Nice to meet you." Yu Qi was just about to shake the hand with Liang Mo Han 

but Liang Mo Han's hand had been slapped by Long Hui. 

"Second Brother, that hurts." Liang Mo Han rubbed his hand. 

"No need to touch her hand." Long Hui said. 



"Ho... Ho... Ho... Second Brother, I can see you are being jealous here." Liang Mo Han felt that he had 

discovered a funny fact. 

Chapter 610 - 610: First Brother's Wedding Part 2 

"So, what?" Long Hui did not care much about it. What he knew was that he did not want his beloved Qi 

Qi to be touched by some men. 

"By the way, where is the groom?" Yu Qi interrupted. 

"Oh, let's go and see the First Brother." Liang Mo Han led the way. 

The two of them followed Liang Mo Han. There was a group of men who were talking together. 

"First Brother, Fourth Brother, Fifth Brother, Second Brother is here." Liang Mo Han said to the group 

making all the men turned to look at Long Hui and Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi only recognised one of them which was Ren Qian Yi. Others, she did not know yet. 

"What? Hui is holding a woman's hand?" A man could not believe his eyes. 

"He has told me that the lady is his girlfriend." Liang Mo Han added. 

"What? Really?" Another one joined. 

"Unbelievable." Another man said too. 

"Do you think I'm gay or what?" Long Hui responded. 

"Yes!" All of them answered at the same time. 

Yu Qi could not help to chuckle. Long Hui's friends thought that he was gay. That was hilarious. 

"By the way, Second Brother, you should introduce the lady to us." The man said. 

Wearing an annoying face, Long Hui introduced his beloved Qi Qi to his friends. "This is my girlfriend, 

Tang Yu Qi." The simple introduction was enough. 

"Then this is the man of honour for today, First Brother, Huang Lan Guan. The Fourth Brother, Ren Qian 

Yi and the Fifth Brother, Fang Mo Li." Liang Mo Han introduced them as he saw that Long Hui did not 

want to introduce them to his girlfriend. 

"Hmm... Nice to meet you all. First Brother. Here is the gift from me." Yu Qi gave out the bag to Huang 

Lan Guan. 

"Thank you, second sister in law." Huang Lan Guan. 

A smile appeared on Long Hui's face. 'Sister in law' sounded nice. Part of his heart, he was happy that his 

friends could accept his beloved Qi Qi without hesitation. 

"This is..." Huang Lan Guan opened the bag. In the bag, there was a small glass bottle with yellowish 

liquid on it with something else. 

"Second sister in law... Is this medicine wine?" Ren Qian Yi asked. 



"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Lan Guan you should accept this. No one?can give out a medicine wine." Ren Qian Yi looked over. 

"Medicine wine?" Huang Lan Guan asked. 

"Yeah. I have made it myself. It benefits...." Yu Qi explained the benefits of drinking this medicine wine. 

"You should be honoured since the granddaughter of Tang Jiang Man has made some medicine wine for 

you." Ren Qian Yi said again. 

"Who? Tang Jiang Man?" Fang Mo Li tilted his head. 

"Wait? Is he the legendary doctor?" Liang Mo Han opened his eyes wide feeling unbelievable. 

"Yeah. She is the granddaughter of that legendary doctor." Ren Qian Yi nodded. 

"I have heard about the rumour that Hui has been dating his granddaughter. I have thought that it is just 

a rumour." Huang Lan Guan blinked his eyes several times while looking at Yu Qi and Long Hui. "By the 

way, thank you, second sister in law." 

"Hmm..." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Don't smile too much." Long Hui suddenly said. 

Yu Qi was bewildered. 

"Second Brother, you are jealous too much." Liang Mo Han commented. 

Then, a middle aged woman came and got Huang Lan Guan. "Guan. It is time to get your bride over." 

"Get the bride over?" Yu Qi did not understand. 

"Second sister in law, it is traditional Chinese marriage. The husband will go to bring his bride to his 

house and complete the ritual here." Fang Mo Li explained. 

"Oh." Yu Qi nodded, understanding about it. 

"Which one do you like?" Long Hui suddenly asked the question. 

However, Yu Qi did not get the question. "What do I like?" 

"I mean... Which type of weddings is that you want for our own wedding?" Long Hui explained more 

about the question. 

"Oh..." Yu Qi thought about it. Honestly, she still did not know which one was that she had liked it 

because she did not think about it too much. "Well, I will think about it later. If I have already made my 

decision, I will tell you." That was the answer that she could give to Long Hui first. 

"Okay. But if you want to do both, church or traditional, we can do it both." Long Hui smiled to his 

beloved Qi Qi. 

"But there will be so many works to do." Even one wedding had too many works to make it happen. 

"For you, I can sacrifice that much." Long Hui held his beloved Qi Qi's hand tightly. 



"Thank you." It was very fortunate for a woman to get a love like this from a man. n𝐨𝐯𝔢.𝓵𝒃(1n 

"So, can we follow your First Brother taking his bride?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Of course. If you want to follow him, we can follow him." Long Hui nodded. 

Liang Mo Han was standing beside the couple and had heard the conversation between the two of 

them. 

"Fifth Brother, I want a girlfriend so that, I can dote her too." Liang Mo Han said to Fang Mo Li. 

"Then you can find your own." Fang Mo Li did not pay much attention to Liang Mo Han. 

Liang Mo Han's shoulder had been patted by someone. As he turned over, it was his Fourth Brother, Ren 

Qian Yi. 

"Fourth Brother..." Liang Mo Han switched to Ren Qian Yi. 

"I understand your feeling very well." Ren Qian Yi expressed his feeling. 

Fang Mo Li looked over. He chuckled, then he left them. 

 


